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Getting Started

How To Play

Fill in the missing words to these holiday-inspired stories with the help 

of a family member or friend. One person asks the other for specific 

type of words (e.g. verb, noun), filling in each blank space in the story. 

Once complete, read each story back for some good family fun (and 

maybe a few laughs too)! 

NOTE: Be sure not to read the story while asking your partner for each 
word. The more random the answers, the better the story!

Word Types

Noun - This is a person, place, or thing.  Examples include school or skis.

Verb - This describes an action such as sking, jumping or running.

Adverb - This describes a verb and commonly ends in ‘ly’ such as 

quickly or loudly.

Adjective - This describes a noun.  Examples include long skis or 

colorful scarf.

NOTE: Other words may appear throughout the stories such as 
drink, type of food, and emotion.

Let’s Play



This time of year I like to enjoy a ______________ 

glass of ______________ with my holiday cookies. 

______________ cookies with ______________ 

are my absolute favorite. There have been many 

times when I ______________ too many, but it 

never stops me. So far I’ve had ____ cookies, 

they’re so ______________! I hope that next year I’ll 

______________ less, but who knows, we’ll see. 

Something Sweet

ADJECTIVE
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VERB



I’m so ______________ that it’s almost holiday 

break! I’ll have to finish my homework quick 

so I have more time to ______________! My 

______________ would be so ______________ if I 

didn’t finish my homework. I can’t wait to celebrate 

with ______________ and enjoy ______________, 

not just a little, but a lot. I am also really excited 

to travel to ______________  and spend time with 

______________. Have a ______________ holiday!

Holiday Break
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Going ice skating with ______________ is 

my favorite part of winter! I bundle up in my 

______________ winter jacket and my comfy 

______________ to keep warm. Once we 

get on the ice, we always try to see who can 

______________ the quickest.  Sometimes I 

skate too ______________ and fall down on my 

______________! But it’s okay, cause I’ll just laugh 

and start ______________ again. Plus, we love to get 

some ______________ when we’re done to finish 

the day. I recommend skating to anyone, even your 

______________ would love it!

Glee in Gliding
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Once the first snowfall happens each year, a 

______________ thing to do is to make a snowman. 

I like to make one with big ______________ 

eyes and a ______________ nose. Depending 

on how ______________ I make it, I like to add a 

______________ hat too! My ______________ likes 

to take a picture of my snowman each year to print 

out and hang above our ______________. 

I try to give it a name each year, last year we 

called it ‘______________’. I love the snow and the 

holiday season so much. I wonder what I’ll name my 

______________ next year!

Best Snowman Ever
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2019

2019 2019

20192019 is going to be a(n) ______________ year. 

A few things I’m looking forward to is 

______________ and being able to ______________ 

with my friends. One thing I’d really love to try this 

year is ______________. If I practice every day, I’m 

sure I can become just as good as ______________! 

Maybe I’ll even be able to travel to ______________ 

to meet him/her! It’s always so exciting to think 

about all the ______________ things 

I could do next year.
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